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Abstract
Trip generation is the first step in the conventional transportation forecasting process. Trip generation rates can
influence the magnitude of the roadway improvements that are constructed like the amount of land that is
required to be dedicated for road’s right-of-way, and calculation of long term maintenance costs of the roadway
network. Therefore, an accurate estimate of vehicle trip generation is required to construct the necessary roadway
infrastructure without overbuilding it. Mohora to Kaptai road is an important and a busy road in Chittagong
because some important commercial buildings, power plants, industries and institutions are situated along this
road. The goal of this paper is to determine trip generation of adjacent commercial land uses of Kaptai Road. To
fulfill the goal, our objectives are to identify the number of trips generation by the adjacent commercial land uses
and to relate trip generation with respect to land use and socio-economic characteristics of Kaptai road. This
study utilizes Geographic Information System (GIS), Questionnaire Survey, Personal Interview and Multiple
Linear Regression Analysis for the trip generation analysis and calculation. Trip generation surveys have
completed at a total of 10 commercial sites, covering five different shopping centers and five different banks at
different important intersection point. The findings have clarified the existing land uses, trip generation situation
with multiple linear regression model and trip rates of commercial land uses.
Keywords: Transportation, Trip Generation, Trip Rates, Land use, Multiple Linear Regression Model.

1 Introduction
Chittagong is called the business capital of Bangladesh from the after period of liberation war. Not only is that
Chittagong one of the key port cities in south Asia with a supreme touch with the Bay of Bengal. About 6 million
people live in this city (BBS, 2011). Chittagong is the fastest growing city in Bangladesh after the capital city
Dhaka. So it is a major concern for the authority to give access the people in this small city as the main core of
the city is not as big as Dhaka. As the traffic movement is a vital matter for a city to handle its flow very rapidly.
Most of the roads in the Chittagong city area and its outer wards are much squeezed so that the movement
sometimes pushes up to think over it. And the system is not in a casual manner, no proper jurisdiction for the
vehicle movements and access in the city area and the outer wards. Besides that the intolerable condition of the
existing roads turns that the system should once again be explored. Intersections, carriage ways, property line,
vehicle modes, operators etc. are not in a balanced position. The overall transportation system of Chittagong City
is now in a dead lock so that sometimes it takes a lot of time to move one place to another. This paper is dealt
with the trip generation of the existing commercial centers of Chittagong- Kaptai road. Trip Generation is an
excellent source for vehicle trip generation rates, the validation of trip rates with local data can assist local
jurisdictions in justifying the trip generation rates used for decision makers and members of the public (Ahmed et
al, 2010) and (Al-Zahrani & Hasan 2008). The justification of vehicle trip generation rates is important as they
often form the basis for the identification of roadway developments, and can have an impact on developer and
City economics (Box and Paul, 1994). Specifically, vehicle trip generation rates can influence the magnitude of
the roadway improvement that are constructed, the amount of land that is required to be dedicated for road
rights-of-way, and the long-term maintenance costs of the roadway network (ITE, 2004 and Kadiyali 1978).
Therefore, an accurate estimate of vehicle trip generation is required to construct the necessary roadway
infrastructure without overbuilding it.
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2 Goal & Objectives
The principle goal of this study is to determine trip generation of different adjacent land uses of ChittagongKaptai Road through fulfilling two objectives;
 To identify & quantify the number of trips generation by the adjacent land uses of Chittagong-Kaptai
Highway
 To relate trip generation with respect to land use and socio-economic characteristics of Chittagong-Kaptai
Highway.
Since this study is not focused on identification of problem of the study area. The outcomes of this study can be
used by the researchers or the government employers to get the momentum for the betterment of the area and
other newly emerged access roads which will be implemented beside the Chittagong-Kaptai highway.
3 Methodology
A study needs some data or information which must be collected by different process. There are two kinds of
process of data collection namely one is Primary Data and the other is Secondary Data. Primary data was
collected through reconnaissance survey, questionnaire survey and cordon count. The whole study area was
overviewed to find out the actual point and locations those has special trip generation preferences. From the
reconnaissance survey, it has been identified three trip generation locations for the better output of survey.
According to the Trip Generation Handbook ITE, the sample size should be a minimum of three to five land uses
per category (ITE, 2004). Therefore a sample of 10 buildings of single land uses containing each of the
categories were selected after conducting a reconnaissance survey of the adjacent land uses. This sample set
contained five shopping centers and five banks. Shopping centers are Khayezahmed Shopping Center,
Alhazshamsul Building and Johur Market, Dr. Aisha Complex, Akbor Shah Market and Shah Amanat Shopping
Center which are located at Noapara, Roazar Hat and Lichu Bagan and banks are First Security Islami Bank,
Sonali Bank, Janata Bank, Islami Bank and DBBL which are located at Noapara, Nozumia Hat and Lichu Bagan.
The location of five shopping centers and five banks is marked by red dots in Figure 1. These sample buildings
were selected in such a way that they represent the condition of their respective land use properly. Questionnaire
survey was for collecting data about land use are Household size, Car ownership, Household income, Types of
Shops, Floor Area Ratio (FAR), Number of trip generated by employer, Percentage of students attending school,
Percentage of teachers, Percentage of people going to religious institution, Distance of institution from Home,
Type of industry, Class of worker, Number of labor, Number of trip generated by labor. For conducting
questionnaire survey, it has defined the peak hour of the working day was 10.30-11.30am and 6.00-7.00pm and
the holyday was 3.00-4.00pm and 5.00-6.00pm because highest trip was generated at these period. The off-peak
hour of the working day is 12.30-1.30pm and 4.00-5.00pm and the holyday is 6.00-7.00pm because lowest trip
was generated at these period. Then cordon count was conducted for counting the number of exit and enters
traffic, besides those internal trips are counted from questionnaire survey. The gross floor areas (GFA) for the
sites were estimated through manual measurement with engineering tape (Bunt & Associates, 2011). The trip
generation rates were calculated by dividing the total trips measured at the site accesses by the gross floor area of
the site. The secondary data; land use and physical feature map is collected from Chittagong Development
Authority (CDA). After completing the field work and data collection, the data were represented in tabular form
and were cross checked for several times. Multiple Linear Regression Model (MLRM) is used for analysis the
collected data. The result of survey was summarized both in map form and statistically.

Figure 1. A map showing the shopping centers and banks location
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4 Data Analysis
This trip generation study attempted to collect trip generation information for a number of key commercial land
uses within the Kaptai road. The study area Kaptai road identified the two-primary commercial land use
categories for inclusion in this trip generation study; 1) Bank and 2) Shopping center.
4.1 Distribution of Modes
Figure 2 shows the distribution of modes along Chittagong- kaptai highway. Most of the rider that means 72%
people travel through CNG. Then 19% people travel through bike. Only 1 % people travel through bus. Due to
the availability of CNG, people prefer to travel thorough CNG most. Either for long distance travel or short
distance that means commercial zones along the Kaptai road travel, CNG is used most. In addition, human hauler
and other modes are used. In case of travelling from Chittagong city to Lichubagan or to direct Kapatai, people
travel through Bus.

Figure 2. Distribution of modes
Source: Field survey, 2015
4.2 Comparison of Trip Generation and Floor Space
Table 1 shows the PCUs of 5 banks along the Chittagong-Kaptai Highway. Among the 5 banks DBBL got the
highest PCU which entitles 38 passengers in every 1000 sq. ft. and every hour whereas Janata Bank got the least.
Table 1. Trip Generation by Banks
Banks

a

PCU/hr/1000 sq. ft

First Security Islami Bank

12.05

Sonali Bank

13.59

Janata Bank

6.03

Islami Bank

10.47

DBBL

38.31
Source: Field survey, 2015
PCU- Passenger Car Unit per hour per 1000 sq. feet

a

Figure 3 shows that most of the trip generation (42%) is made from DBBL bank. Secondly, 17% trip is generated
from Sonali bank. Comparatively few trips are generated from Janata bank. Due to the location suitability as well
as popularity, people go to DBBL bank most. In case of governmental banks, comparatively few people come.
But it has been found that most of the people go to private banks.
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Figure 3. Trip generation by banks
Source: Field survey, 2015
Table 2 shows the PCUs of 5 shopping centers along the Chittagong-Kaptai Highway. Among the 5 shopping
centers Alhaz Shamsul building and Johur market got the highest PCU which entitles almost 35 passengers in
every 1000 sq. ft. and every hour whereas Dr. Aisha complex got the least.
Table 2. Trip Generation by Shopping Centers
Shopping center

PCU/hr/1000 sq. ft

Khayez Ahmed Shopping Center
Alhaz Shamsul building and Johur market
Dr. Aisha complex
Akbor Shah market
Shah Amanat Shopping Center

7.64
34.85
5.48
26.78
7.10

Source: Field survey, 2015
Table 3. Relation Between Trip Generation & Floor Space of Shopping Centers
Shopping Center

PCU/hr

Floor Space (sq. Ft.)

Alhaz Shamsul Building and Johur market

83.65

2400

Dr. Aisha Complex

19.18

3500

Akbor Shah Market

107.1

4000

Shah Amanat Shopping Center

34.1

4800

483.88

63360

Khayez Ahmed Shopping Center

Source: Field survey, 2015
Table 3 shows that there is a proportional relationship between trip rate and floor space of shopping centers. In
case of high floor space, trip rates are high. There are some exceptional cases. In case of Dr. Aisha complex,
instead of having high floor space, trip rate is low. Khayez Ahmed shopping center is located in Noapara. There
are 271 shops as well as the floor space of this center is high. Thus most of the trip is generated from this
shopping center.
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Figure 4. Regression line for shopping center
From the above figure it is noticed that Floor space is highly correlated with the trip rates. For the regression
equation the value of the trip rate is defined by Y=7.0647x+35.29, where X is the floor space and it is
independent for the particular equation. The value of R2 is 0.961 defines that it is greater than the value 0.8, so
the value of the trip rate is very much correlated with the floor space of the Shopping centers.
Table 4. Relation between Trip Generation & Floor Space of Banks
floor space(sq.

Banks

ft.)

PCU/hr

DBBL

1200

45.97

Janata bank

1300

7.83

Sonali bank

1500

20.38

First Security Islami Bank

1600

19.28

Islami Bank

2500

26.17
Source: Field survey, 2015

Table 4 shows the relationship between trip rate and floor space of banks. It differs from bank to bank. DBBL
has less floor space 1200 sq.ft. than others but its trip rate is high i.e. 45.97 PCU/hr. Islami Bank has the highest
floor space having the less trip rate. But the least trip rate i.e. 7.83 PCU/hr which is owned by Janata Bank
having floor space of 1300 sq.ft. Other banks floor space are high but their trip rate are less.

Figure 5. Regression line for banks
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Figure 5 noticed that Floor space is not correlated with the trip rates. For the regression equation, the value of the
trip rate is defined by Y= -1.5147x+26.38, where X is the floor space and it is independent for the particular
equation. The value of R2 is 0.0031 defines that it is much lower than the value 0.8, so the value of the trip rate is
not related with the floor space of the Bank.
5 Conclusion
The different land use on Kaptai road generate huge amount of traffic among them commercial land use is
predominant. This study determines the trip generation rates for commercial land use adjacent to the Kaptai road.
This study will help to understand the magnitude of the impact of trip generation capacity along the Kaptai road
for the commercial land use on the transportation system. While all land use classes would benefit from the
collection of additional data of trip generation. This study also determines the trip rates of commercial land uses.
In the weighted average rates of the shopping centers are 9.32 trips/ 1,000 sq. ft./hr and banks are 14 trips/ 1,000
sq. ft./hr. The result of the study is very valuable for taking better transportation decision of Kaptai road.
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